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The luminescence property of 2,7-

diphenyl-fluorenone (DPFO) was

previously reported to be very un-

usual with a large aggregation-

induced effect associated with a flu-

orescence redshift of 150 nm. The

phenomenon is reexamined in this

work. It is found that the abnormal

observations are caused by the pres-

ence of a trace amount of impurity

2,7-diphenyl-fluorene (DPF) in the as-synthesized DPFO. The pure DPFO molecule does

have an intense fluorescence (FL) in solid (528 nm), about 4−5 times larger than in its

dilute dichloromethane solutions (542 nm), but with a blueshifted rather than redshifted

FL wavelength in solid. The enormous FL enhancement and redshifted FL wavelength of

the as-synthesized DPFO solid are due to the presence of impurity DPF. The FL of DPF

is much stronger than that of DPFO in dilute solutions and it also has shorter FL wave-

lengths. In a dilute solution of DPFO with a trace amount of DPF (∼1%), the dominant FL

peaks are from DPF. Because the electronic absorption peaks of DPF overlaps with DPFO,

the electronic energy of DPF can transfer to DPFO. The energy transfer is faster with the

increase of concentration because DPF and surrounding DPFO molecules become closer,

which quenches the FL of DPF (356 and 372 nm) and enhances the FL of DPFO (542 nm

in solution and 528 nm in solid). Therefore, at high concentrations or in solids, only peak

at about 542 or 528 nm shows up, and peaks at 356 and 372 nm disappear.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fluorescence quantum yields and wavelengths of

many luminescent molecules are closely correlated to

their molecular states which may affect their electronic

transition dipole moments and/or nonradiative decay
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dynamics. Many molecules fluoresce strongly in dilute

solutions but dim in concentrated solutions or in solids,

a phenomenon known as aggregation-induced quench-

ing (ACQ) [1]. In contrast, there is a group of molecules

with weak fluorescence or even no luminescence in dilute

solutions, but with very high emission quantum yields

in aggregated states. These molecules are aggregation-

induced emission (AIE) molecules [2]. The AIE phe-

nomenon was reported as early as in 1896 [3]. At the

beginning of the 21st century, AIE begins to attract

extensive research attention due to their abnormal op-

tical properties and potential applications in solid state
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luminescence, photoelectronic devices, biosensing, and

many other fields [4, 5].

Although AIE has a long history, its mechanism

has been controversial for many years. Recently, re-

search combining ultrafast ultraviolet/infrared spec-

troscopy measurements and theoretical calculations ra-

tionalizes the mechanism for traditional AIE molecules,

like tetraphenyl ethylene (TPE) [6]. It is revealed that

the low emission quantum yield in dilute solutions re-

sults from the rapid nonradiative decay of the elec-

tronic excited state by crossing conical intersections

(CI), whereas in solids the energy barriers are too high

for the excited molecule to cross CI, and the bulky

side groups well separate molecules so energy/electronic

transfers are slow inside the solids. The combination of

the two factors causes the abnormal AIE phenomenon.

In addition to traditional AIE molecules mentioned

above, some other molecular systems may have quan-

tum efficiencies significantly different in solutions from

those in the aggregate states. For example, H-

aggregation [7] or J-aggregation [8] can significantly

change the luminescence behavior of molecules. Be-

sides, the formation of dimer or excimer can also signif-

icantly change the luminescence behavior of molecules

[9]. In principle, the correlation between fluorescence

quantum yield and molecular states can be well ex-

plained with spontaneous emission and nonradiative de-

cays caused by the energy transfer dephasing mecha-

nism and crossing conical intersections [10].

In 2014, a very unusual aggregation-induced effect

was reported [11] in a series of 2,7-substituted fluo-

renone derivatives. In dilute solutions, the fluorescence

wavelengths of these molecules are located in the ul-

traviolet region, and the quantum yield is only about

1%. In solids, their fluorescence peaks redshift for

about 150 nm, and the quantum yields increase signifi-

cantly, reaching 60%. The observations are very differ-

ent from two types of well-known AIE: (i) the typical

AIE molecules with bulky side groups like TPE fluo-

resce strongly in solids but with a slightly blueshfited

wavelength due to the less conjugated molecular struc-

ture, compared to its dilute solution [2]; (ii) molecules

with lone electron pairs like amine molecules do not

emit in liquids but emit in solids because of the con-

jugation of lone electrons in solids [12]. It was spec-

ulated that the fluorescence enhancement and redshift

of the series of fluorenone derivatives resulted from the

formation of dimer/excimer [13], according to the con-

Scheme 1. Molecular structure of DPFO.

centration dependence on the fluorescence spectra and

the crystal structures. However, theoretical calculations

[14] suggest that the redshifted fluorescence should be

the monomer emission, and the two fluorescence peaks

seem to correspond to S3 and S1 emissions, respectively.

The reported both emission enhancement and large

redshift of fluorenone derivatives in solids seem very fas-

cinating but also somewhat self-contradictory. Typi-

cally, a redshift means that molecular structures con-

taining several aromatic rings which can rotate along

single bonds to adjust conjugation (like in Scheme 1)

are more conjugated, and more planar. However, many

molecules with more planar structures (compared to

other less conjugated conformations of themselves) tend

to stack better in solids and are easier to have ACQ in-

stead of the AIE effect. Herein, to investigate this anti-

intuitive and perplexing reported phenomenon, 2,7-

diphenylfluorenone (DPFO) and 2,7-diphenyl-fluorene

(DPF) are studied in detail with experiments and the-

ory.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Synthesis

The 2,7-diphenylfluorenone (DPFO) were synthe-

sized via a one-step Suzuki coupling reaction with

2,7-dibromo-9H-fluoren-9-one and phenylboronic acid.

The synthesis details are consistent with Ref.[11], but

the difference lies in the later separation. We used

the dichloromethane (DCM)-petroleum ether (PE) (4:6,

V/V ) for secondary column chromatography. 1H NMR

(CDCl3, 400 MHz), δ/ppm: 7.94 (d, 2H), 7.75 (dd, 2H),

7.67−7.59 (m, 6H), 7.52−7.44 (m, 4H), 7.43−7.35 (m,

2H). FTMS-EI: calculated 332.1, found 332.1.

The 2,7-diphenylfluorene (DPF) were also synthe-

sized via a one-step Suzuki coupling reaction with 2,7-

dibromofluorene and phenylboronic acid, and purified

by flash column chromatography over silica gel eluting

with PE/DCM (10:1, V/V ). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 400

MHz), δ/ppm: 7.87 (d, 2H), 7.8 (s, 2H), 7.66 (m, 6H),
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FIG. 1 (a) UV-visible absorption spectra of the DCM solutions (10 µmol/L) of DPFO, the insert is a partial enlargement
of the spectrum. (b) UV-visible absorption spectra of DPFO solid. (c) The value of absorbance at 437 nm versus the
concentration of the DCM solution of DPFO. DPFO are used as synthesized. (d) Calculated absorption spectrum of DPFO
at the PBE0 levels, the red line indicates the three peaks where the oscillator strength is not zero.

7.47 (t, 4H), 7.36 (t, 2H), 4.03 (s, 2H). MALDI: calcu-

lated 318.1, found 318.1.

B. Spectroscopic characterization

UV-visible absorption spectra were recorded with

Shimadzu UV3600Plus UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotome-

ter. Photoluminescence (PL) spectra were recorded

using a F7000 fluorescence spectrometer. The fluores-

cence quantum yield (Φ) and fluorescence lifetime were

measured using an Edinburgh FLS980, the former using

integrating sphere attachments.

C. Computational methods

All of the calculations presented here were performed

using the Gaussian 16 suite. Geometry optimizations of

DPF were carried out using density functional theory

(DFT) with the M06-2X functional employing the 6-

311++G(d, p). Vertical excitation energies were calcu-

lated using time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) with PBE0

functional employing the def2tzvp basis set. All of the

calculations herein were performed using the polarizable

continuum model with DCM.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FIG. 1 (a) and (b) show UV-visible absorption spec-

tra of as-synthesized DPFO in DCM (∼10 µmol/L) and

solid state, respectively. The three apparent absorption

peaks in the solution are respectively at 289, 324, and

337 nm. It is noteworthy that the absorption peak at

437 nm is observable, which was previously reported to

be the absorption of DPFO dimer and invisible at this

concentration [11]. The absorption peak at 437 nm can

also be observed in tetrahydrofuran (THF) solutions of

∼20 µmol/L (FIG. S1 in Supplementary materials).

If the peak at 437 nm was due to the dimer absorp-

tion as previously suggested, according to the Lambert

Beer law and the monomer/dimer equilibrium, the in-

crease of absorbance should be nonlinear with the in-

crease of concentration because the dimer concentration

is proportional to the square of monomer’s concentra-

tion. However, in the concentration gradient experi-
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FIG. 2 (a) Normalized fluorescence spectra of DPFO in DCM at different concentrations and in solid with 325 nm excitation.
(b) Fluorescence decays of DPFO in DCM (20 µmol/L) at different wavelengths with 320 nm excitation. (c) Fluorescence
decay of DPFO in the solid state at 540 nm. (d) Normalized fluorescence spectra of DPFO in DCM (20 µmol/L) with
280 nm and 325 nm excitation respectively. DPFO are used as-synthesized.

ments, the concentration dependence of absorbance at

437 nm is linear (FIG. 1 (c)). In addition, the UV-

Vis absorption spectrum of DPFO is calculated using

TD-DFT. FIG. 1 (d) displays the calculated results.

The absorption peaks are at 437, 319, and 288 nm, re-

spectively, corresponding to the absorption of S0−S1,

S0−S3, and S0−S5 of DPFO, consistent with experi-

ments. These results suggest that the peak at 437 nm

is probably the absorption of DPFO monomer instead

of dimer.

FIG. 2(a) displays the fluorescence spectra of DPFO

in DCM with different concentrations and in solid. The

peak positions at 356, 372, and 540 nm are similar to

those reported previously [11]. The relative intensi-

ties of the peaks show a concentration-dependent trend

where the peaks at 356 and 372 nm become stronger in

a more dilute solution compared to the peak at 540 nm,

and the two peaks at 356 and 372 nm disappear in the

concentrated solution (10−2 mol/L) and the solid. The

trend is similar to that previously reported but the rel-

ative intensity of peak at 540 nm is higher than that

reported in Ref.[11], which will be discussed in the fol-

lowing. The fluorescence lifetime at 372 nm in the di-

lute solution and at 528 nm in the solid state is 1.1 ns

and 17.8 ns, respectively (FIG. 2(b, c)), consistent with

Ref.[11]. The fluorescence lifetime at 540 nm in the di-

lute solution is 4.5 ns (FIG. 2(b)). The FL lifetime of

peak at 528 nm in solid is more than 10 times longer

than that of 372 nm in the dilute solution, which seems

to be consistent with the reported huge AIE effect (en-

hancement of more than 10 times) accompanied with a

large redshift (>150 nm).

However, when the molecule is excited to a higher

energy level with 280 nm excitation (orange curve), the

relative fluorescence intensity at 372 nm compared to

peak at 540 nm decreases significantly, compared to

that excited with a lower photonic energy 325 nm, as

displayed in FIG. 2(d). The results are opposite to

what would be expected if the peak at 372 nm was

from monomer and the peak at 540 nm was from dimer

as suggested previously. The longer FL wavelength of

the dimer indicates that it probably has a longer ab-

sorption wavelength than the monomer [15]. Therefore,

a longer excitation wavelength is expected to favor the
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FIG. 3 The molecular orbitals involved in first three bright transitions (S0−S1, S0−S3, and S0−S5) of DPFO with the
experimental absorption energies.

FIG. 4 (a) Normalized UV-visible absorption spectra, and (b) PL spectra (∼20 µmol/L) of DPFO in DCM solution which
were synthesized at two different time. The green line is the first synthetic sample, the orange is the second.

dimer’s FL rather than the opposite phenomenon that

is observed in FIG. 2(d).

There are two possible mechanisms that can lead to

the results in FIG. 2(d). One is that the two peaks

are because of dual emissions, and the other is that

the two peaks are from two different materials which

have different structures and different FL intensities

and wavelengths. Molecules can have dual emissions,

either due to the evolution of excited state structure,

like intramolecular proton transfer [16], or because the

internal transformation of the excited state is very slow

[17]. FIG. 3 shows the molecular orbitals involved in the

three bright transitions and the corresponding energy

gaps of DPFO. It is found that the transition of S0−S1
exhibits some charge transfer (CT) state behavior, and

the energy gap between S1 and S3 is close to 1 eV. The

results are similar to those reported by Ref.[14]. These

results seem to imply that DPFO has dual emissions

rather than the dimer emission. However, in repeated

experiments with DPFO synthesized at different times,

we discover that the relative intensities of the two fluo-

rescence peaks (∼372 nm vs. ∼542 nm) at the same

concentration vary significantly, whereas the UV-Vis

absorption spectra of the as-synthesized samples remain

almost unchanged, as displayed in FIG. 4.

The results in FIG. 4 strongly suggest that the DPFO

molecules synthesized at different time may contain dif-

ferent amounts of impurities which may significantly

contribute to the observed fluorescence change (which

also explains different peak 542/372 nm ratios observed

in this work different from those in Ref.[11]). GC-

MS characterizations indicate that the system contains

some impurities (FIG. S3 in Supplementary materials).

Therefore, we separate and collect both the impurities

and pure DPFO with the aid of GC-MS. FIG. 5(a) dis-

plays the UV-Vis absorption spectrum of pure DPFO,

which is almost identical to that shown in FIG. 1(a) for

the as-synthesized sample containing impurities. There

is a major peak at 288 nm, two shoulders at 324 and

337 nm, and a small peak at 437 nm. However, the

pure DPFO only has a fluorescence peak of 542 nm

(FIG. 5(b)) with a quantum yield about 4.5% in a dilute

DCM solution with 325 nm excitation, instead of three

(356, 372, and 542 nm) of the as-synthesized sample
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FIG. 5 (a) Normalized UV-visible absorption spectra of the DCM solutions (20 µmol/L) of DPFO. (b) Fluorescence spectra
of DPFO in DCM (20 µmol/L) at 325 nm excitation. (c) Structure of DPF. (d) UV-visible absorption spectra of the DCM
solutions of DPF. (e) Fluorescence spectra of DPF at 325 nm excitation. (f) Normalized fluorescence spectra of DPFO/DPF
(100:1) in DCM at different concentrations.

(FIG. 2(a)). The luminescence spectrum of pure DPFO

is similar in solvents with different polarities (FIG. S2

in Supplementary materials), implying that the three

peaks are probably not because of solvent effects.

The impurities are analyzed. It turns out to be

2,7-diphenyl-fluorene (DPF), the structure is shown in

FIG. 5(c). FIG. 5 (d) and (e) respectively display the

UV-Vis absorption and fluorescence spectra of this im-

purity molecule. Its absorption peaks at 324 nm with a

shoulder at 305 nm overlap with the absorption shoul-

der peaks of DPFO. Its fluorescence peaks appear at

356 nm and 372 nm. These two peaks are exactly the

same as those in FIG. 2(d) for the as-synthesized DPFO

solution which also contains DPF. In fact, significant

differences in luminescence properties between fluorene

and fluorenone have been recognized [18]. The amount

of DPF is significantly smaller than DPFO in the as-

synthesized sample, but the FL intensities of peaks at

372 nm (DPF) and 542 nm (DPFO) are similar. The

results indicate that the FL quantum yield of DPF

must be much bigger than DPFO, provided that the

transition dipole moment of DPF is not significantly

larger than DPFO. This is verified by experiments.

DPF does have a quantum yield of about 90% in the

dilute solution with 320 nm excitation (∼5 µmol/L),

about 20 times of DPFO. When 1% DPF is added

into DPFO, the fluorescence spectra of this mixture

(FIG. 5(f)) reproduce the change of relative peak in-

tensities at 372 and 542 nm at different concentrations

of the as-synthesized solution in FIG. 2(a) with 325 nm

excitation. The observation can be well explained. Al-

though the amount of DPF is only 1% of DPFO, both

its absorption coefficient (or electronic transition dipole

moment) at the excitation wavelength and FL quantum

yield are larger than those of DPFO, leading to more

prominent FL peaks at 356 and 372 nm (DPF) than

at 542 nm (DPFO). With the increase of concentra-

tion, DPF and DPFO become closer, leading to faster

electronic energy transfer from DPF to DPFO which

effectively quenches DPF’s FL at 356 and 372 nm but

enhances DPFO’s FL at 542 nm. This results in a rel-

atively bigger peak at 542 nm in a more concentrated

solution.

When the concentration is sufficiently high, e.g.

0.01 mol/L or bulk solid, DPF and DPFO are so close

to each other that the energy transfer from DPF to

DPFO becomes very fast and can effectively remove

most of the electronic excitation from DPF, resulting
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in the disappearance of peaks at 356 and 372 nm as

shown in FIG. 2(a).

Therefore, the huge AIE effect associated with a large

FL redshift of about 150 nm from ∼380 nm to 530 nm of

as-synthesized DPFO samples is not the inherent prop-

erty of DPFO, but rather caused by the impurity DPF.

For pure DPFO, its FL quantum yield is about 4.5%

in a dilute DCM solution with a FL wavelength at 542

nm. In solid, its FL quantum yield is about 20% with

a FL wavelength at 528 nm. It does have a FL en-

hancement in the solid state, but the enhancement fac-

tor is only about 4−5 times, which is consistent to the

FL lifetime measurements (4.5 ns in dilute solution vs.

17.8 ns in solid). As expected and similar to traditional

AIE molecules like TPE, the FL of DPFO wavelength

in solid is slightly shorter than that in the dilute solu-

tions, because the solid molecular environment imposes

spatial constraints on DPFO which leads to a less con-

jugated molecular structure.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, the unusual AIE effect associated with

a large FL redshift of as-synthesized DPFO samples

is thoroughly investigated. It is found that the pure

DPFO molecule does have an intense FL in solid, about

4−5 times larger than in its dilute solutions, but with

a blueshifted rather than redshifted FL wavelength in

solid. The enormous FL enhancement and redshifted

FL wavelength of the as-synthesized DPFO solid are

because of the presence of impurity DPF. DPF has

shorter FL wavelengths and its FL is much stronger

than that of DPFO. In the dilute solution of DPFO with

DPF, the main fluorescence peaks come from DPF, even

though the DPF content (∼1%) is very low. The elec-

tronic energy of DPF can transfer to DPFO because

the electronic absorption peaks of DPF overlaps with

DPFO. The closer the distance between DPF and the

surrounding molecules, the faster the energy transfer,

resulting in fluorescence quenching of DPF (356 and

372 nm). Therefore, at high concentrations or in solids,

only peaks at about 542 or 528 nm show up and peaks

at 356 and 372 nm disappear. This work explains the

controversy over DPFO’s luminescence.

Supplementary materials: The absorption and

emission spectra in different solvents, GC-MS spectra,

and 1H NMR spectra of DPFO or DPF are provided.
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